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A 20nm Ag coating on Mo back contact was adopted to improve the back contact of evaporated Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (CZTS) solar cells. The Ag layer helped reduce the thickness of MoS$_2$, which improves fill factor (FF) significantly; additionally, it reduced secondary phases ZnS and SnS$_2$, which may help carrier transport; it was also involved in the doping of the absorber layer, which compensated the intrinsic p-type doping and therefore drags down the doping level. The doping involvement may enlarge the depletion region and improve lifetime of the absorber, which led to enhancing open circuit voltage ($V_{OC}$), short circuit current density ($J_{SC}$), and efficiency significantly. However, it degrades the crystallinity of the material slightly.

1. Introduction

Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (CZTS) is one of the most promising thin film solar cell absorber candidates owing to its earth abundance, direct band gap with the optimal value $\sim$1.45 eV, and environment compatible nature [1]. The development of this technology is based on mature commercialized CuIn$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$Se$_2$ (CIGS) technology which shares similar crystal structure, electronic band structure, and high absorption coefficient [1]. The champion efficiency of CZTSSe solar cells is only 12.6% in contrast with that of CIGS counterpart 21.7% [2], indicating a big potential and challenge for the former. Mo as the back contact needs reexamination due to the reaction between Mo and CZTS which leads to the formation of defects especially voids and secondary phases in the vicinity of back contact region which are detrimental to device performance [3–6]; the voids are left by evaporation of SnS and a Kirkendall type interdiffusion with high Cu, Zn, and Sn updiffusion to the surface and low S diffusion into the metal, which may form shunting path [7]; secondary phases such as ZnS, SnS$_2$ may form carrier transport barrier [7]. Also, a high sulphur (S) pressure is needed to suppress the decomposition of CZTS on the top surface and also reaction between CZTS and Mo in the back contact region. Moreover, high S pressure avoids the deep level S vacancy defect [8]. However, it causes the formation of a highly resistive thick MoS$_2$ layer [3, 4, 6]. On the other hand, adequate thin MoS$_2$ or MoSe$_2$ is benign to the device owing to the good adhesion and quasi-ohmic contact with the absorber [9, 10]. To inhibit the formation of a thick MoSe$_2$ layer, as well as the voids and the secondary phases at the back contact, barrier layers such as TiN [11], ZnO [12, 13], and TiB [14] have been proved effective and therefore enhance the device performance dramatically. Additionally, a 20nm Ag coating on Mo was also found effectively reducing voids, secondary phases, and MoS$_2$ and involved in the formation of (Ag,Cu)$_2$ZnSnS$_4$; the Ag layer degraded the crystallinity slightly though. Consequently, it improved $V_{OC}$, $J_{SC}$, FF, series resistance, and efficiency substantially for sputtered CZTS solar cells [15]. However, the distribution of Ag inside the film and its influence on the doping of the absorber are not yet clear, which will be investigated in this paper.

Besides this, evaporation is one of the main stream deposition methods for CIGS solar cells and the focus of this paper is on evaporated CZTS precursor.

2. Materials and Methods

The reference SLG substrate had $\sim$1000 nm thick Mo coated on it with a sheet resistance of $\sim$0.15 $\Omega$/sq. The 20 nm Ag was
deposited on 5 × 5 cm² Mo-coated soda lime glass substrate by thermal evaporation. Both substrates were subjected to CZTS precursor depositions. The precursors were deposited on the substrates by coevaporation of the metal elements at constant deposition rates in a Mantis thermal evaporator equipped with Cu, Zn, and Sn effusion cells (Veeco manufactured): Cu at ∼0.7 Å/s, Zn at ∼1.4 Å/s, and Sn at ∼2.7 Å/s. During deposition, the substrates are rotated at 20 rev/min without intentional heating. The base pressure of the chamber is ∼3 × 10⁻⁸ Torr. Both precursors are then sulfurised at a dual zone tube furnace at 575 °C in a sulphur (S) atmosphere for 5 min in a dual zone tube furnace (OTF-1200 MTI) with the S zone temperature retained at 300 °C and N₂ flow rate at 20 sccm. The selection of 575 °C was based on a previous investigation that the temperature resulted in less secondary phases and higher efficiency than lower temperature [16]. The rest of the device structure is completed via a standard process of chemical bath deposition of CdS, sputtering deposition of intrinsic ZnO (i-ZO), and Al doped ZnO (AZO). CdS deposition was conducted at ∼80 °C for ∼80 nm with details described in [17]. The detail of i-ZO and AZO deposition was described elsewhere [15]. The i-ZO is adopted prior to AZO deposition to avoid the damage to the absorber during AZO deposition and reduce AZO shunting through pinholes [18]. A conductive Ag glue is then pasted on the window layer as the top electrode and the cell area is defined by mechanical scribings to be ∼0.2 cm².

The chemical composition of the CZTS absorber films is estimated by a solution-based inductively coupled plasma (PerkinElmer Quadrupole NexION ICPMS). Renishaw inVia spectrometer coupled with a microscope is used to conduct Raman measurement with a 514 nm laser excitation. PANalytical’s X’Pert pro materials research diffraction system is used to perform XRD measurement. The SEM images were taken in a FEI Nova NanoSEM230 system. xT Nova NanoLab 200 was used milling a 100–200 nm thick ∼22 μm long cross section from a sample for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement as in [16]. A FEI Tecnai G2 20 TEM operated at 200 kV and equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector was used for microstructure and chemical elements distribution analysis. The QEX10 system (PV MEASUREMENTS Inc.) is utilised for utilised for quantum efficiency (QE) measurement. Light I-V measurement is performed at 25 °C with the JSC calibrated by EQE measurement. The capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurement was conducted by an impedance analyser (Hewlett Packard 4194A) to determine the doping density. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) was taken on the samples by the time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique on a Microtime-200 system (Picoquant). A 470 nm laser was used as the excitation source with a repetition rate of 10 MHz. The PL evolution was detected by fast response avalanche photodiode through band-pass filter. The time resolution is determined as 200 ps by response function.

3. Results and Discussions

The chemical composition of the sulfurised CZTS film measured by ICP is Cu/(Zn + Sn) ∼0.88 and Zn/Sn ∼1.09. The Cu/(Zn + Sn) is whereas Zn/Sn is not in the desired range (Cu/(Zn + Sn) = 0.8−0.9, Zn/Sn = 1.2−1.3) reported for high efficiency CZTS solar cells [9].

Figure 1(a) is the XRD spectra of the absorbers with and without the Ag intermediate layer. It indicates that XRD of both films agrees with that of tetragonal kesterite CZTS (JCPDS number 026-0575) and that the Ag layer results in a clear left shift of the (112) peak by 0.17°. This suggests that Ag was involved in forming (Cu,Ag)₂ZnSnS₄. The distribution of Ag in sputtered CZTS sample was found to be uniform supporting the doping claim [19], which will be discussed in the evaporated sample case in the later part of this paper. The shift could be explained as follows. Ag has a larger atom size than Cu and lattice spacing will increase when Ag replaces Cu site. And, from Bragg’s law, nλ = 2d sinθ, d increase leads to θ decrease (namely, left shift). Actually, (112) peak of Ag₂ZnSnS₄ (AZTS) and CZTS is 27.27° and 28.53°, respectively. AZTS left shifts the peak by as large as 1.56° [20]. Because Ag only acts as doping, only 0.17° left shift was seen. This doping also appears to broaden FWHM of the (112) peak from 0.182° to 0.19° and degrades the crystallinity of the absorber slightly, which might affect the Voc of the device. The degraded crystallinity may be accounted for by lattice disorder introduced during Ag doping when replacing part of Cu site with Ag as Ag has a larger atom size than Cu. All the above agrees with findings in [15]. Nevertheless, both XRD patterns show Sn peaks, which may induce shunting especially for porous structure. The presence of Sn peak is due to a relatively low thermodynamic driving force (Gibbs free energy change of relevant reactions for forming each of the sulfides detailed in [13]) for formation of SnS or SnS₂ in comparison with ZnS, Cu₂S, and MoS₂ which leads to unreacted Sn isolated by reaction product stopping sulfuration of inside Sn in condition of excess Sn, agreeing with our previous findings [13, 21]. Since XRD cannot distinguish CZTS, Cu₂SnS₄, and ZnS, Raman measurement is performed and the results are displayed in Figure 1(b). It shows dominant CZTS peaks at 337 cm⁻¹ and 287 cm⁻¹ with a blue shift for the sample with Ag layer. Raman measurement also reveals small wide SnS₂−x peaks in both films with slightly higher intensity for the sample without Ag layer and implies that SnS₂−x may be present in form of very small nanocrystallites and of trace amount because it was detected in Figure 1(a). Meanwhile, a small wide ZnS peak at ∼353 cm⁻¹ is present only in the sample without Ag because Ag acts like Cu and Ag containing sample has more elements (Cu and Ag) to react with ZnS and SnS₂−x with little unreacted left. Figure 1(b) also suggests that ZnS, SnS₂−x, and ZnS₂−x exist on the top subsurface region as the penetration depth of 514 nm Raman laser for CZTS absorber is ∼100 nm which is generally in the space charge region [22] and may act as electron transport barriers. Figure 1(c) shows Raman spectra of both samples with the absorber mechanically removed as in [15]. The sample with Ag layer has much reduced MoS₂ peak consistent with findings in [15], which may suggest a reduced MoS₂ formation.

Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show high-angle angular dark-field (HAADF) images of absorbers without and with the Ag layer, respectively, which also marks the directions of EDS line.
scans; both reveal large connected voids at the back contact region. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) present the elemental profiles determined from the EDS line scans. Mo-K peak was used to characterise the Mo distribution. And since S-K and Mo-L peak overlaps, S signal actually reflects the combination of S and Mo. A Mo shoulder step is observed because of the formation of MoS$_2$ which gives rise to the weak Mo signal at the MoS$_2$ layer in comparison with Mo layer. The thickness of MoS$_2$ is $\sim$150 nm for the sample with Ag layer and $\sim$200 nm for the sample without Ag layer. Ag reacts with S or CZTS before Mo because it is coated on Mo. After the overcoating Ag layer is consumed, S or CZTS starts to react with Mo and form MoS$_2$. Consequently S or CZTS has less time to react with Mo. Therefore, the thickness of MoS$_2$ is reduced for sample with the Ag layer. Since MoS$_2$ is highly resistant and increases series resistance [11], the device with Ag layer may enjoy higher FF than device without Ag. Besides this, Sn hump is observed in both samples, which agrees with the findings in Figure 1(a).

To check the effect of the Ag layer on device performance, light $I-V$ measurement is taken on 10 cells each for samples with and without the Ag intermediate layer, respectively. The measured $V_{OC}$, $J_{SC}$, FF, and efficiency are displayed in Figure 3. It indicates that the Ag layer improves all the IV parameters substantially. The uniformity issue even on the same sample is mainly introduced by precursor, window layer deposition, and sulfurisation process. The Zn, Sn crucible for thermal evaporation in our lab is only 20 cubic centimeters.
large and allows within 3% film thickness uniformity as suggested by manufacturer. Similarly CdS, i-ZO, and AZO deposition may also have tiny uniformity issue. Even for sulphurisation process, it may introduce slight difference on the S flow facing side and the opposite side because the S flow facing side would have more annealing plateau time than the opposite side. All add up to the uniformity issue. The uniformity issue may lead to slight film thickness, composition, and roughness difference on the same sample, which may cause nonuniformity of $V_{OC}$, $J_{SC}$, FF, and efficiency. This phenomenon is common in laboratory fabrication of CZTS solar cells in a lab and would not be a problem for large scale production. To make a comparison on an individual cell level, the best cells of the samples with and without Ag are selected. C-V, TRPL, light I-V, external quantum efficiency (EQE), and reflection (R) measurements of both cells are taken and the results are illustrated in Figures 4–6. Internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is given by IQE = EQE/(1 − R) and is also shown in Figure 6.

The doping density can be estimated from the slope of $1/C^2$ versus $V$ plot by the following relation [23]:

$$N_a = \frac{2}{\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_r A^2 \left[(d/dV) \left(1/C^2\right)\right]}$$

where $N_a$ is the acceptor concentration, $C$ is capacitance, $V$ is voltage, $q$ is the electron charge, $\varepsilon_r$ is permittivity of free space, $\varepsilon_0$ is the dielectric constant [24], and $A$ is the area of the cell. The calculated results are $5.16 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and $2.74 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. For the sample
Figure 3: IV parameters of 10 CZTS solar cells each from the sample with and without the Ag intermediate layer: (a) open circuit voltage ($V_{OC}$); (b) short circuit current density ($J_{SC}$); (c) fill factor (FF); and (d) efficiency.

Figure 4: $1/C^2$ versus $V$ plot of (a) the cell without Ag layer and (b) the cell with Ag layer. The slope is extracted by linear fitting of the linear data (red circles).
without Ag layer, the doping concentration is higher than most of the values in previous studies [23–27], from the order 10^{16} to 10^{18} cm^{−3}. The reason for unusually high doping level can be caused by the detected SnS Raman peak in the CZTS film, since Sn vacancy defects in SnS form p-type doping [28, 29]. More importantly, the high Cu/(Zn + Sn) ratio leads to high Cu_{Zn} antisite, therefore a high p-type doping [30]. The significant decrease of doping concentration by adding an Ag layer is because of two main causes. (1) The Ag layer reduces the amount of acceptor concentration contributed by secondary phases, such as SnS, so the total acceptor density drops. (2) In the Ag doped CZTS film, Ag replaces Cu to form another quaternary compound, Ag\_2ZnSnS\_4 (AZTS), which plays a role as a donor doping in the CZTS film and therefore neutralises part of the p-type doping level [31, 32]. A similar study on (Cu,Ag)\_2ZnSnS\_4 also showed Ag doping can convert CZTS to an n-type property [33]. The depletion region width can be estimated by the following equation using built-in voltage and doping concentration obtained through C-V measurement above [34]:

$$W_d = \sqrt{\frac{2e\epsilon_s V_{bi}}{qN_a}}$$

where $V_{bi}$ is the built-in voltage. The calculated depletion region width is 7 nm and 75 nm for the sample without and with Ag doping, respectively. The carrier collection depth is the sum of depletion region width and minority carrier diffusion length which is proportional to minority carrier lifetime. Minority carrier lifetime is predicted to have an inverse relationship with doping concentration as found in Si [35]. As a result, the Ag doping may increase minority carrier lifetime and reduce the high recombination rate as it reduced the doping concentration from severely heavy doping level to a proper level [30, 35]. This was confirmed by TRPL measurement as shown in Figure 5. To analyse TRPL data, minority carrier lifetime $\tau$ decay formula is adopted [36, 37]:

$$\frac{dn}{dt} = -C_1n - C_2n^2,$$

where $n$ is the minority carrier density, $C_1$, $C_2$ are the coefficients of linear and quadratic recombination process, and $C_1 = \tau^{-1}$.

The solution of (3) is the following equation [36, 37]:

$$n(t) = \frac{n_0 \exp(-t/\tau)}{1 + (C_2/C_1) n_0 \left(1 - \exp(-t/\tau)\right)},$$

where $n_0$ is the initial excess carrier density. The initial sharp peak can be ascribed to Auger recombination due to very short duration of laser pulses and thus much high transient density. The time constant of the long tail section is the characteristic minority carrier lifetime of this material due to nonradiative decay via recombination centers at the surface, the back electrode interface, the grain boundaries, or deep defects within the grains. This characteristic minority carrier lifetime can be extracted through curve-fitting experimental data with (4). The lifetimes of samples with and without Ag are 8.98 ns and 6.42 ns, respectively, which is as expected. In short, Ag doping improved depletion region width and also minority carrier lifetime and therefore enhanced carrier collection efficiency significantly which benefits $V_{OC}$, $J_{SC}$, and efficiency.

Figure 6(a) demonstrates that $V_{OC}$ is enhanced from 360 to 596 mV, $J_{SC}$ from 11.63 to 14.36 mA/cm\(^2\), FF from 33.8% to 41%, shunting resistance from 48 to 180 $\Omega$ cm\(^2\), and efficiency from 1.42% to 3.51% by incorporating this Ag layer. Low overall FF can be partly due to the unreacted Sn which induces shunting especially for porous structure. FF enhancement due to the Ag layer is mainly explained by the reduction of MoS\_2. The Ag layer dragging down the doping level enforces the depletion region and carrier diffusion length and therefore increases carrier collection efficiency, which improves both $V_{OC}$ and $J_{SC}$. $J_{SC}$ enhancement may be also accounted for by reduction of ZnS, SnS\_2, at the top surface region due to the Ag layer. Figure 6(b) reveals that the incorporation of Ag layer impairs the carrier collection for light of wavelength above 750 nm which is partly blamed by high reflection in the same wavelength range. Moreover, the band gap of the absorber layer is determined from the intercept at the x-axis in the plot of ($E \times EQE$)\(^2\) versus $E$ where $E$ is the photon energy and the result is illustrated in the inset table in Figures 6(a) and 6(c) [38]. The band gap of the sample with the Ag layer is 0.07 eV higher than that of the sample without the Ag layer, which implies the doping effect introduced by the Ag layer as (Cu,Ag)\_2ZnSnS\_4 should have a band gap higher than that of CZTS [39, 40]. This is another reason for $V_{OC}$ enhancement. Besides this, (Cu,Ag)\_2ZnSnS\_4 has a band gap of ~1.6 eV as calculated, which means all absorption above 750 nm may be sub-band gap absorption and would contribute much less to free carrier generation. This may be the major reason that CZTS performs better than (Cu,Ag)\_2ZnSnS\_4 on EQE in wavelength range above 750 nm.
Figure 6: (a) Light $J-V$ curve of the CZTS devices with and without the Ag intermediate layer measured at 25°C under AM 1.5G illumination. The efficiency, $V_{OC}$, $J_{SC}$, FF, and shunt resistance $R_{SH}$ are given in the inset table; (b) external quantum efficiency (EQE), internal quantum efficiency (IQE), and reflectance ($R$) of the CZTS solar cells with and without the Ag layer; and (c) band gap estimation plot $(E \times EQE)^2$ versus $E$, where $E$ is the photon energy. Band gap results are also listed in the inset table in (a).

4. Conclusions

In summary, a 20 nm Ag intermediate layer between CZTS absorber and back contact was proved effective in enhancing evaporated CZTS solar cell performance dramatically. The Ag layer contributed to the reduction of MoS$_2$, ZnS, and SnS$_{2-x}$, which enhanced FF and carrier transport; simultaneously Ag also lowered doping of the absorber substantially as Ag introduced n-type doping compensating part of the p-type doping, which enlarged the depletion region, increased the lifetime of minority carrier, and therefore benefited both $V_{OC}$ and $J_{SC}$. The $V_{OC}$ improvement is partly due to the doping effect of the Ag layer because this layer also increased the band gap of the absorber from 1.53 eV to 1.6 eV. Consequently, it results in a significant efficiency increase from 1.42% to 3.51% though it degrades the crystallinity of the absorber.
negligibly. The high shunting and low FF for both samples are mainly accounted for by unreacted Sn and porous structure of the absorber.
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